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Securely Sign Agreements Live with
DocuSign eSignature for Zoom
In-person experiences have been completely transformed–
where possible shifting to remote experiences. In the
anywhere economy employees, clients, partners all now
expect to be able to conduct business no matter where
they are.
With DocuSign eSignature for Zoom it’s even easier
to complete agreements from anywhere. Review, sign
and complete agreements right from a Zoom video
conferencing session.
Reimagine agreement processes with virtual, face-to-face
signing experiences that will accelerate agreements and
improve satisfaction.
Build trust and loyalty
Whether it’s new hire onboarding or a sales contract, provide convenient,
face-to-face agreement experiences from anywhere. Build better
relationships while saving signers the hassle of needing to meet in person.

Boost efficiency and streamline your processes
Sometimes users have questions before they sign. DocuSign eSignature
for Zoom eliminates the email back and forth and allows senders and
signers to discuss the agreement details live from a Zoom meeting.
Signers can then sign the agreement instantly right from Zoom.

Reduce risk
Protect agreements when sharing in Zoom with robust security
controls. With eSignature for Zoom only share the relevant agreement.
Attendees can’t see the host’s desktop, browser window, or other
DocuSign agreements—helping reduce security risks.
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Key capabilities
Search and present agreements
Quickly find the agreement for signing. Signers only see the selected
agreement–they can’t see your desktop, or a browser window, or even any
client agreements–helping reduce any security risks.
Chat through the details
Pass control to an attendee to walk through any questions on the agreement
and then allow them to fill in fields and apply their signature.
Leverage enhanced signer identification methods
Safeguard your agreements by leveraging DocuSign’s enhanced signer
identification methods. Automatically verify a signer’s government-issued
photo ID or eID with ID Verification.
Quick and seamless access
Easily access the eSignature app from your Zoom Apps.

Ready for next steps?
Download the App from the Zoom Marketplace
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As part of the DocuSign Agreement Cloud, DocuSign offers eSignature, the world’s #1 way to sign electronically
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